SMC O - C living benefits school and students

The following is the first in a series of articles compiled by Carol Cusick and Irish McNamara, two members of St. Mary's Committee for Off-Campus Housing. The committee has done extensive research into the feasibility of off-campus living for the St. Mary's community, and contrasting its particular problems and situations with those of other colleges attempting similar measures. Their results are intended here to acquaint the entire community with the work that is being done by the group and to present their opinions on what direction St. Mary's should move on the issue of Off-Campus Housing.

The current situation at Saint Mary's College--in the physical, academic, and personal realm--lacks a meaningful sense of direction due to an insensitive order of priorities. An institutional economic prestige seems to override any concern for a healthy community in the determination of policies, plans and procedures. As a college cannot exist outside of its students, it must incorporate their voice if it is ever to find a workable direction. We propose, as one step toward economic and individual betterment of this community, off-campus housing. This program aims to satisfy needs on three levels: financial, psychological and communal.

The future of St. Mary's as a private college lacks economic security, either in its current situation, or in light of a possible merger with Notre Dame. Allowing girls to move off-campus facilitates an increase in enrollment, a specific aim of the present administration. This results in augmenting tuition funds while lessening the cost of additional room space. In September of 1970, there will be an increase of approximately 500 resident students, 40 of whom will move into the new wing of Regina Hall, the last vacant room space existent on campus. 50 girls will attend the initial year of the Rome Program, leaving a turnover of 110 students. Expansion will continue during the next few years, and each year will include eliminating the study lounges in Regina Hall, thus leaving a total of 15 of this overflow, and increasing existing room capacity. Many students are not in favor of this practical and personal inconvenience of such an act at present room rates, and many, not at any cost. Off-Campus Housing improves the quality of life and sound economic policy.

The financial gain for Off-Campus Housing is considerable. Based on a nine month term, a one month room rent for a single off-campus range from $77.00 per student in McCandless to as low as $66.00 (for some singles in LeMans, for a double $66.00 to $55.00, a triple, $55.00 to $44.00, and a quad or quint, always $44.00. An Off-Campus Housing building in the dormitory housing four students averages $35.00 a month per student, a savings of approximately $81.00 to $378.00 per school year. The cost of board at St. Mary's is $660.00 for an eight month period, vacations excluded, or $100.00 for an annual school year. Food experts agree that a group of four students can feed itself yet comfortably for $40.00 to $50.00 per week, or $280.00 to $350.00 per month. Therefore by preparing their own food, four students can save approximately $200 to $250.00 per month. In addition to the increased transportation and living costs, so an approximation of those savings range from $300.00 to $425.00 per year.

The inevitable over-crowding of room capacity will only add to the already existing psychological and social pressures felt by SMC students. The concern of both these students and some communities is that insufficient facilities for undisturbed study create undestined tension which can completely lack of real privacy can tend to stifle and frustrate a dynamic individual, the imposed structure of dorm living is not always conducive to growth of individual responsibility and independence. A subsequent concern of the members of the living are the aspects of dorm living which call for an Off-Campus Housing policy.

Finally, Off-Campus Housing adds a new dimension to the community, fostering sub-cultures, thereby adding diversity of opinions, perspectives, and lifestyles. Increased diversity in an already highly motivated student body can open new paths of inquiry can only broaden the experience and deepen the quality of the student life.

This is a brief summary of the individual, communal, and institutional needs for an immediate program of Off-Campus Housing. Its more detailed benefits as well as possible detriments remain to be discussed.

Discussing recruitment of American Indians with Dean William B. Lawless of the University of Notre Dame Law School, second from left, are, from the left, Jess Sickingler, executive director of the American Indians United; Robert Bennett, executive director of the American Indian Civil Rights Council, and Leonard Springer, vice chairman of the Omeni Tribal Council and president of the Native American Church of North America. Lawless met with these leaders of the "Red Power" movement during the student conference on the American Indian and asked them to aid the University's efforts to attract American Indians to the field of law. There is now one American Indian among the 349 law students at Notre Dame.
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Believes billboard not the greatest threat to beauty of environment

Would the roads and highways really be prettier if the billboards fell? Perhaps not, a study says. The text, published by the Selective Service System, includes research indicating that most people do not even notice the change when billboards alone are removed from popular, scenic, landscaped routes. Only when utility poles and other signs are also removed does most observers notice a marked difference — and in the case of commercial settings a few observers called the resulting scene less attractive.

Dellinger says resisted violence at convention

CHICAGO (UPI)-Antiwar protest leader David Dellinger demanded on the first day of the Democratic National Convention that the violence marked clearance of Lincoln Park on the eve of the convention "not happen again," a defense witness testified.

"He insisted it not happen again," Mark Simons told a federal judge in the trial of Dellinger and other members of the "Chicago Seven."

The seven men are on trial before U.S. District Court Judge Julius I. Hoffman on charges that they conspired to incite rioting during the Aug. 6, 1968, convention.

Simons who said he acted as a legal aide for Dellinger and other leaders of the National Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam (Mobeis), testified he and Dellinger conferred with Deputy Mayor David Shaw on Aug. 26, 22, in Stahl's office.

Consider grievance committees

If this were to happen, he added, it would be the responsibility of the student alone to notify his draft board of his status. This system, he said, has been put into effect in various universities except Notre Dame.

Brian McLennan, another member of the Notre Dame 10, also appeared before the Selective Service System to be reclassified. He said it is up to the individual alone to notify his board of his status. "It is the greatest threat to the opportunity to send the student to the river. I realize that by not cooperating with the Selective Service System, one can put on the University more concern for students than the draft board. It is up to the individual alone to notify his board of his status. "It is the greatest threat to the opportunity to send the student to the river. I realize that by not cooperating with the Selective Service System, one can put on the University more concern for students than the draft board. It is up to the individual alone to notify his board of his status. I don't see why Notre Dame, so I won't know until about the end of the week whether I have been reclassified, and if I am, I will do it for a 2-S next semester," he said.

Before being accepted as students, the ten Notre Dame suspended last month, have already been sent out by some of the Notre Dame 10, who were selected by a senior in the government department, recommended that the Selective Service System be moved to executive clemency, and that all punishments be the same.

Father Riehle said he believed the ten suspensions on the recommendation of the Appeals Board.

Celebrate end of war

LAGOS (UPI)-Thousands of Nigerians danced in the streets yesterday to celebrate the fall of Biafra. Police fired tear gas into a large crowd that marched on the Roman Catholic secretariat after the government denounced Pope Paul VI as "mischiefous and provocative."

Nigerian news agencies quoted Pope Pius XI's statements on the end of the war as a "great celebration of the highest order." They were all set to celebrate the peace in Nigeria, and "Shame on Gabon."

The news came with the news that a crowd marching on the Roman Catholic secretariat was dispersed rapidly after the police fired tear gas canisters. The demonstrators joined other anti-Biafra groups.

An official Nigerian government statement denounced Pope Paul's statements on the end of the war as "political theology."

Cherokee: the one-time capital of the Cherokee Nation in Georgia. It was abandoned after the American Civil War.

Machiavelli successively took the title of a vice president of the Senate of the Republic of France who was a senior in the government department, recommended that the Selective Service System be moved to executive clemency, and that all punishments be the same.

Johns A. Macheca, a 1960 Notre Dame graduate, has been appointed regional director of development for the Notre Dame Alumni Association in Chicago. It was announced by James W. Frick, vice president of the Notre Dame Alumni Relations.

Macheca joins the Notre Dame public relations and development staff after serving as an intelligence researcher with the National Security Agency in Washington, D.C. In addition to admini-
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Placement Bureau

The Student Life Council committee which is investigating the operations of the Placement Bureau is holding a special meeting next Monday night in Farley Hall. The purpose of the session will be to gauge student opinions of the role that a placement office should play on campus and, indeed, whether or not it should exist at all. Since the Dow protest of this past fall the term "university complicity" has been thrown around by different segments of the community but has never really been examined. "University complicity" is the term which the protesters use to describe the relationship between the university and the business and government communities. The protesters and some others suggest that the university channels people into jobs with the military and business. They argue that the university should not be playing such a role.

An immediate target of the group is the Placement Bureau which provides the opportunity for students to be interviewed by representatives of government and business. Some of those who argue that university complicity exists, feels that the placement bureau should be more selective about the firms that it allows to come here. They feel that firms like Dow, IBM, and Honeywell among others should not be allowed to recruit because of the role that they play in the war effort and because of the work that they do for the government.

Some students argue that the entire Placement Bureau should be abolished. They argue that the business community as a whole is corrupt, that it is engaged in the "exploitation" of individual around the world as well as in the United States. The university should not be part of the system they argue.

The entire problem of "complicity" will have to play a vital part in the SLC's examination of the function of the Placement Bureau. We encourage all students to express their opinions on the issue either through writing to the Observer, or to the SLC or by attending the meeting to be held on Monday.

There are many important issues that have to be examined and that the community must discuss to determine whether or not the Placement Bureau should exist or want changes should be made in its procedures.

At this point there is one obvious flaw in the Bureau's procedures that must be dealt with. Currently the Placement office works merely with finding positions for students in outside firms and government. There is no service to assist students who seek information about entering graduate school. There are no interviewers from graduate schools who came through Notre Dame through the work of the Placement Office. The individual departments and colleges provide services on their own. The Bureau should begin to work in this area though and expand its facilities to help place students in graduate school. With the facilities and funds available it should be able to provide expanded and better service to students seeking graduate school placement.

We feel that placing students in graduate school should be the primary function of the Placement Office. Notre Dame is an educational institution. If the office dealt in the finding graduate schools for students perhaps it would not be so open to the charge that it and the university are servicing business and government more than education.

EDITORS' NOTE: THE OBSERVER is solely those of the authors and editors of THE OBSERVER and do not necessarily reflect the views of St. Mary's College, the University of Notre Dame, their administrations, faculty, or student bodies.
S M C Academic Commission assumes various duties

by Mary Kay Davy

Too few students are aware of the vital contributions that the Academic Commission of SMC has made to the betterment of student life. The student representatives have worked diligently to create a more just campus environment, and their efforts have been recognized with the establishment of a student union. The Academic Commission has been instrumental in implementing policies that have improved the quality of education and student life.

Mike Shaughnessy

A time for peace

Tomorrow is the birthday of a great man, Doctor Martin Luther King. This man brought the non-violence of Gandhi's soul-force to America in his non-violent struggle for human rights. He gave his life for the cause of brotherhood.

Pam also acts as student representative, as does Mary Nietzsche, on the Academic Affairs Council, an advisory group to the President of the college, which has the final say over all academic affairs. Commenting on Fr. McGrath's financial report to the Council, Pam said, "The school is in debt, the tuition raise is necessary." The Development Program however, appears quite successful as a large sum of money has been pledged and up to now returns have been good. The Academic Commission is subdivided into five major committees: Curriculum, Academic Standards, Teacher Education, Library, and Admissions and Scholarship. Each of these includes two student representatives.

The Curriculum Committee, chaired by Dr. Rambach of the Chemistry department, has worked closely with Notre Dame on such things as the joint calendar proposal. Maureen Meter and Rosemary Anderson are the student representatives on this committee. Presently very active is the Academic Standards Committee. A sub-committee of faculty and students has been formed to evaluate the controversial pass-fail grading system and to investigate its possibilities at SMC.

The Admissions and Scholarship Committee is headed by Sr. Raphaelita. Student representatives are Fran Nixon and Sally Tripp. Unfortunately this committee is greatly hindered by a lack of funds. Pam Carey stated she feels student influence in academic areas is very recognizable and generally, the Commission's results have been good. However, she did make the comment, "the lack of student interest in their fields of study which she feels is hindering greater academic revisions.

Scoring high made easy

Forsyth exhibition at Art Center

An exhibition of twenty-seven oil paintings and watercolors by the Indian painter William Forsyth is presently open at the South Bend Art Center. This exhibition was made possible through the cooperation of the Herton Museum of Art, Indianapolis, Indiana.

William Forsyth was born in Hamilton County, Ohio in 1834, but moved to Indianapolis early in his life. He was one of the first to enroll in the newly established Indiana School of Art in Indianapolis, where he studied under John Millman and Walter Pauk, two nationally known authorities in testing. These Cornell University professors have discovered that because many people lack a sophisticated approach to testing, they lower scores on tests than they'd aptitude or knowledge warrants.

He aims to develop "test-wiseness" so that one can quickly follow directions, decipher graphics, solve word analogies of numerical problems, and detect meanings of unfamiliar words, are key features described in improving an individual's score. French analysis of how to approach popular test items as multiple choice, and verbal analogies, vocabulary and reading comprehension measurement are also suggested. These principles and illustrations are the result of hundreds of interviews with successful students; analysis of research on test construction, and experiences gained from carefully controlled experiments.

The University of Notre Dame publishes its application for admission that it consider male applicants only.

The University of Notre Dame never has admitted female students.

The University of Notre Dame
Letters to the Editor
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Editor:
I must compliment Glen Corso for his fantastic piece of comedy which recently лицевoy me this day. His "Noir Dame Ten" should serve to teach a freshman English class in Rhetoric and Composition how not to write.

From the very beginning the author makes one unsubstantiated statement after another, e.g. "the complete comedy which recently livened up Mr. Corso that his needs for freedom from this.“ Really now, the 'unsubstantiated statement'.
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**Hall of Fame announces first All Pro Team**

The pro football Hall of Fame today announced its first annual All-Pro Team comprised of players from both the American and National Football Leagues.

The team was chosen by the hall’s Board of Selectors, 26 member committee made up of one member from each of 24 pro football cities and two from New York, which has three of its teams. This, the first ever list, was organized primarily to select new members to the pro shrine.

The first offensive and defensive units, including a punter and placekicker, are dominated by NFL personnel. Only No. 17 of the 24 named coming from the older league. The second, however, lists 15 of its 24 from AFL, making almost the entire pro football world covered.

The first team offense:
- **Tackles**: Bob Brown, Los Angeles, and Jim Tyrer, Kansas City.
- ** Guards**: Tom Mack, Los Angeles, and Gene Hickerson, Cleveland.
- **Center**: Mark McGinniss, Milwaukee.
- **Quarterback**: Roman Gabriel, Los Angeles.
- **Running backs**: Gale Sayers, Chicago, and Calvin Hill, Dallas.
- **Placekicker**: Jan Stenerud, Kansas City.
- **Punter**: Dave Lee, Baltimore.

On the first defensive team were:
- **Ends**: Dave Jones, Los Angeles, and Carl Eller, Minnesota.
- **Tackles**: Merlin Olson, Los Angeles, and Bob Lilly, Dallas.
- **Outside linebackers**: Bobby Bell, Kansas City, and Chuck Howley, Dallas.
- **Middle linebacker**: Dave Butkus, Chicago.
- **Cornerbacks**: Len Barney, Detroit, and Willie Brown, Oakland.
- **Safeties**: Larry Wilson, St. Louis, and Johnny Robinson, Kansas City.
- **Second team offense**:
  - **Quarterback**: Daryle Lamonica, Oakland.
  - **Tackles**: Bob Brown, Los Angeles, and Jim Tyrer, Kansas City.

The Brazilian capital since the 1967 war with Egypt was El Khanka, “a military camp under Tel Aviv’s consent,” according to the hall’s Board of Selectors.

President Gamal Abdel Nasser, who was visiting U.S. Jewish editors and publishers that as long as President Gamal Abdel Nasser is the ruler of Egypt, I cannot say when there will be peace.” She also said the Soviet Union is not interested in bringing peace to the Middle East and that Israel will reject any American-Russian peace proposal reached without Tel Aviv’s consent.

She added, however, that she believes Israel “has a friend in the White House” and is convinced Washington will not try to force Israel to withdraw from occupied Arab territory before a settlement is negotiated.

**Israel’s warplanes make five raids over Egypt**

By (UPI)

Israel’s warplanes flew five raids against military installations in Egypt yesterday including an air base some eight miles from Cairo in their closest strike to the Egyptian capital since the 1967 Mideast War. Israeli spokesmen reported.

The warplanes attacked the Egyptian air base in El Khanka and Tel El Kahir but were driven off by antiaircraft fire and interceptor planes.

An Egyptian military spokesman said a “number of low-flying Israeli planes penetrated Egypt’s air space at El Khanka and Tel El Kahir but were driven off by antiaircraft fire and interceptor planes.”

The military sources in Tel Aviv, however, reported some Egyptian aircraft took off as they closed in of El Kahir but flew off without attempting to challenge the Israelis.

Also attacked were the army camp at Tel El Kabir, 50 miles west of the Suez Canal town of Ismailia and 60 miles northeast of Cairo, and Egyptian installations along the northern, central and southern sectors of the waterway which marks the cease fire line, they said. The spokesmen gave no details of the attacks but said all of the Israeli planes returned safely.
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**Sports all across the country**

**Ecker’s moment**

**NEW YORK (UPI) - John Ecker, a third string center at UCLA during the Alcindor era who was promoted to backup man to Steve Patterson this year, had his moment of glory Saturday night.**

With its big man Bob Lanier controlling the boards and a 55-44 win over Maryland.

The Bruins, 10-0, received 27 first place votes from UPI’s Board of Coaches as compared to seven given to second ranked Kentucky.

Kentucky, No. 1, until UCLA replaced the Wildcats at the top last week, rolled to convincing victories over South Carolina 11-7, and Florida 89-69, during the week. The Wildcats have now remained in seventh place while Houston 12-1.

Although most called the crowd 100,000 and the parade "a million," some players rode in the open, turned out to welcome home their Kansas City Chiefs.

The parade route, about 3 1/2 miles through downtown Kansas City, was strewn with confetti, streamers and toilet paper. In some places, the little fence was high above the curbs.

The celebration was a tribute to the Chief's 23-7 victory over the Minnesota Vikings in Sunday's Super Bowl. The victory made the Chiefs champions of professional football. Or, as some were saying Monday, "Champions of the Universe."

Everybody got into the act. Gov. Warren Hearnes of Missouri and Gov. Robert Docking of Kansas proclaimed Monday "Kansas City Chiefs Day" in their respective states. Students in junior and senior high schools in Kansas City, Mo., were let out an hour early to attend the festivities.

At the end of the parade, another 10,000 or more waited in the Liberty Memorial Mall south of the downtown area.

Although more than 100,000 and let go at that; Police Information Officer Sidney Harlow set the figure as: "between 150,000 and 175,000." Some players rode in the open, although the temperature hovered at 30 degrees, while others rode in saddles. Names of the players inside were on each car.

Interpreted with the players’ cars’ were fans’ automobiles, which had somehow gotten into the police escorted parade.

"This is the thrill of a lifetime to bring this championship to Kansas City," Coach Hank Stram said.

One of the largest parades ever staged in Kansas City was held out the No. 4 spot.

Victories over Texas El Paso, 75-66, and Montana, 106-68, propelled New Mexico State 14-1 into fifth place ahead of North Carolina 11-2, which dropped back to sixth its loss to South Carolina.

Jacksonville raised its record to 12-0 and remained in seventh place while Houston 12-1 kept eighth position with two easy triumphs.

Davidson climbed from 14th to ninth place on the strength of three victories while Marquette 12-1 held down the 10th spot.

**Welcome champions**

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI) - To New Yorkers, it would rank as a place.

But, to Kansas Citians, it was a parade to end all parades Monday as more than 100,000 citizens turned out to welcome home their Kansas City Chiefs.

The parade route, about 3½ miles through downtown Kansas City, was strewn with confetti, streamers and toilet paper. In some places, the little fence was high above the curbs.

The celebration was a tribute to the Chiefs’ 23-7 victory over the Minnesota Vikings in Sunday’s Super Bowl. The victory made the Chiefs champions of professional football. Or, as some were saying Monday, “Champions of the Universe.”

Everybody got into the act. Gov. Warren Hearnes of Missouri and Gov. Robert Docking of Kansas proclaimed Monday “Kansas City Chiefs Day” in their respective states. Students in junior and senior high schools in Kansas City, Mo., were let out an hour early to attend the festivities.
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Irish blitz Foresters with point barrage

by Jim Donaldson
Observer Staff Writer

Freshman center John Noble capped an awesome display of Notre Dame scoring power by netting three goals and collecting a pair of assists as the Fighting Irish hockey team trounced Lake Forest College 15-2 last night at the ACC before a crowd of 1,239. Ten players tallied goals for ND as the Irish increased their production in each period, netting three in the first stanza, five in the second, and seven in the final twenty minutes. The seven goal barrage was a Notre Dame single period scoring record.

Notre Dame completely dominated Lake Forest in all facets of play and kept the 'Foresters end of the rink for most of the game. Notre Dame outshot Lake Forest by 77-21 margin and constantly kept pressure on the Foresters' goalie, Jeff Ward. Although the Irish beat Ward 15 times his 62 saves were a single record for an ND opponent. Ward also set an ACC mark for saves in a period, stopping 24 shots in the first stanza, five in the second, and then seven in the final twenty minutes. The seven goal barrage was a Notre Dame single period scoring record.
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The Irish attack rolled into high gear in the second period. With 3:30 gone in the stanza, Ricky Cunha came up with the puck in a scramble in front of the Lake Forest goal and slipped it into the net for the fourth Notre Dame tally. Regan began the spree by netting a 15-footer at the 10:04 mark. Within two minutes, at 11:41, Jim Cordes took a perfect pass from Gary Little who had hustled down the ice to steal the puck, and drilled it past Ward for the sixth ND marker.

Just ten seconds later Cordes victimized Ward again, creating behind the cage and flipping in an eight-footer. Noble registered the first goal of his hat-trick at 15:24, drilling a slap shot into the net, to send the Irish off the ice with an 8-0 advantage at the conclusion of the second period. Although Lake Forest managed to score both of their goals in the final period, the Irish were in complete control and easily outskated the tired Foresters. Mark Longer drilled home a rebound at 3:36 to open ND's seven goal, final period onslaught.

Noble gunned in his second goal at the 5:05 mark to put the Irish on top 10-0. Mark Steinborn (6:36), Hoene, beating Ward one-on-one with a fine shot (11:32), and Noble, who tallied his third goal by tipping in a Hoeve slap shot at 14:50, each registered markers before the Foresters broke into the scoring column with a little less than three minutes remaining. Lake Forest's Jeff Johnston slapped the puck past Chris Cathcart, who had replaced Tomasoni in the cage midway through the second period, for the tally.

Soph Kevin Hoene complemented John Noble's scoring outburst against Lake Forest with two goals and two assists of his own.

Remember... ... it's your store in style, price and terms

THE SALE IS ON ... STOCK UP NOW SUITS/SPORTCOATS/OUTERCOATS

Edwardian and vested suits styles in a wide range of colors; sport coats in the newest styles and colorings; university-styled topcoats from famous makers. This is the sale that Notre Dame men wait for...it's the sale that allows them to choose top quality apparel at substantial savings. Stop in soon, look over the values, convince yourself you can't buy better for less.

BUY NOW ... PAY NEXT JUNE, JULY, AUGUST

This is the exclusive Campus Shop way to buy...you pay next summer when it is more convenient, and you pay not one cent of interest or carrying charge! Hard to believe? It's true!